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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0010694A1] 1. A wall or ceiling panelling, including a plurality of panelling boards (1) which, in parallel and spaced arrangement, are
each mounted to two neighbouring support rails (2) having a U-section with straight free legs (7, 8) and a straight web (9) connecting said legs, said
support rails being provided at certain intervals along the extent of their lengths with pairs of board attachment fittings, the board attachment fittings
(3) of said pairs being each disposed to be transverse to the longitudinal direction of the support rail (2) and adjacent to each other, each panelling
board (1) being provided on the reverse side thereof with board attachment fittings (4, 18) engaging with the board attachment fittings (3) provided at
the support rails (2) and being arranged in rows parallel to two confronting edges of the panelling boards (1) near to said edges, characterized in that
engaging means, having the form of a long slot (20) with fixing means passing therethrough, for a spacer (6) for setting the distance of each support
rail (2) from a wall are provided at the two legs (7, 8) of the U-shaped support rail (2), and that the board attachment fittings are formed as hooks (3)
punched out of the material of the support rail (2) or the panelling board (1), the hook portions (10) of said hooks, which have their free ends (11)
bent outwards at an angle, being bent back resiliently towards the support rail surface or a surface portion of the panelling board (1) and, because of
their spring action, clampingly engaging in corresponding openings (4) or eyelets (18) of the panelling boards (1) or support rails.
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